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**Title word cross-reference**

#3 [Her99].

+ [Tex82], 0 [Tee94], 1 [Bab27d, Bab31c, Bab15], $10.95 [Wim83a],
$1000M [Ano84b]. 108 000 [Bab31c, Bab15]. 108000 [Bab27d]. 129 [Ano93a].
$25 [O’H82, Yon75]. $25.00 [Hym78]. $26.50 [Enr80]. $27.95 [L.90]. $28
[Hum96]. $29.95 [Por01]. 3 [EW91, HL93]. $3.95 [LY79]. $32.95 [Ano98].
$35.00 [Ano91d]. $37.50 [Ano91d]. $45.00 [Ano91d]. 653 [CH97]. $7.90
[You82b]. $75.00 [Wol08]. $9.95 [Par89]. 1 [TS85]. 3 [Ano89d]. *me [Kno88].
Ada [Bro80]. A³ [Alb05]. := [Tex82]. N [RSC93]. q [And99a, And99b].

* [Bie85a].
- [CH97]. -1- [Gor83]. -2 [Dub85]. -3 [Dub85]. -analogs [And99b, And99a].
-D [HL93]. -Dimensional [EW91]. -point [RSC93].

/ [ACM96, Ano83b, IEE86a, Tug84].

0 [Ano83b, Ano83c, Ano84d, Aug95, Bar96b, Her85, Mee92, Mer84, Ped88, Tug84]. 0-07-011589-3 [Her87]. 0-13-004078-9 [Ped88]. 0-13-030834-X [Aug95]. 0-13-729756-4 [Mer84]. 0-13-730010-7 [Ano83c, Tug84].
0-521-30033-9 [Mea87]. 0-521-65939-6 [Por01]. 0-571-17242-3 [Ano93b]. 0-89433-239-2 [Ano84d]. 0-946536-15-5 [Her85].


2 [Ano84d, Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ano87i, Ano87o, Ano88a, Bab35a, Bie85a, Col84, Don92, GH93, Gre86, Sch86b, SH89, Sch88, ST86, Sou90, Swa96, Swa05, WS84, Wol08, Ano86f, Ano86e]. 2.1 [DH94]. 20
A. [Ano93f, VBCC83, vdL84, Gra94]. abandonment [Tur91]. Abbott [BYY87]. Abraham [Bab35a]. Absolute [ZRdlP01]. Abstract [BH30, Bab30e, Bab30a, Bab30d, Bab30b, Bab34a, Bel91, Fe84, Ano87s, Car96, CB94, GZ87, HT96, Hi94, LAH94, NM91, Shu89b].

Abandonment [Tur91]. Abstract [BH30, Bab30e, Bab30a, Bab30d, Bab30b, Bab34a, Bel91, Fe84, Ano87s, Car96, CB94, GZ87, HT96, Hi94, LAH94, NM91, Shu89b].

Academia [Her85, Mos86, Ano95b]. Academic [Her85, Mos86, Ano95b]. Acad´emie [Mah78]. academies [BBKC32]. accelerator [LDD+94]. Access [SC94, JT98]. Accessing [MS92a], according [BdL80]. Account [Bab16b, Bab17a, BH25, Bab29a, BH30, BCKS+83, Fra81, Bab38c, Byr38, WB76]. Accurate [Tan90].

Acedemia [Ano96b]. Achieving [CH97, Hei96, SC97]. Acid [Bab43b]. ACM [ACM80, ACM93a, ACM94b, Ano91d, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b, Bee94, Swa11, Gic09, Bel84, BHB+89, Ske82, Whi81a]. ACM-SIGPLAN [ACM80]. Acquiring [Ard87, Ano87i]. Act [BH25, BH30, BW00, Wil00b]. Action [Bab26b, Bab30d, Bab56d, Wil64, Jon89, NJ05, Rom98]. Actions [MWR98, RRS+97, WB97]. ActiveX [Kro98b]. activities [Per93]. ADA [ACM94a, Alb85, Ano82f, Ano85c, Ano86d, Ano87s, Ano94, Ano04, BS02, BU84, Mos86, You82a, You82b, ACM80, ACM82, ACM91b, ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM96, AK07, Alv89, Ano81c, Ano82d, Ano84c, Ano85b, Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano87i, Ano87j, Ano87o, Ano87q, Ano87i, Ano87d, Ano87k, Ano87n, Ano88a, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano89e, Ano90c, Ano93g, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano97a, Ano11b, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano05, Asp98, ASS87, AFB+89, BF85, Bar87c, Bar03, Bee94, Bee97, Boo89, BP12, Chr91, CS01, Fre82, Gau93b, GB94, Gic09, GD84].

Ada [Mad86, Mar88, MO90, Mea87, Mea88, Min00, MH87, NS87a, NS87b, Obe88, Obe94, Pay93, PH06, PK00, Py181, Rap87, RV10, RV11, RS03, Sec88, Sk95, Smy97, Sol94, Ste89a, Ste89b, Str96, Swa11, TDBP01, Ta87, TG80, TS85, Tel84, Tout94, Tout96, Uni85, VW05, Wie84a, Wie84b, Wol80, WK05, YLT93, Zal92, ZT86, ACM94a, Ame95a, All84, Ano80a, Ano81b, Ano81a, Ano82i, Ano83a, Ano84b, Ano84c, Ano85a, Ano85d, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano87c, Ano89c, Ano89d, Ano93d, Ano93h, Ano95d, Ano96b, Ano97c, Bar82, Bar87b, Bar88, Bar98, BM82, Bel91, Bie85a, BBP+84, Bou80, BMO92, Bro89e, Bur88, BW95, BW98, CCD90, CCD91, CDD91, CDD93, CDD97, CS87, Col84, Col84, CW90, Cur91, DMM88, DG87, Fel84, FKBH88, GR80, GW90, GD84]. ADA [GG82, G+83, Gra88, HP89, ISO90, ISO94a, Jan80, Kem87, Le 84, Le 85, Lig90, May82, McG83, Mos86, Mun88, Mur91, PM07, PEGR80, PE80, Re89b, Re89a, Rom96, Sam81, Shu89b, SC82, Tes81, Th90, Tiw93, U. 82, U+82, Weg79, Whi81a, Whi81b, WS83, Wil89, vdB80, vdL84, ACM87, ACM91a, ACM93b, ACM94b, Ano89a, Ano95b, AR96, AH85, AE92, AGG+80, AB88, Alv89, Al85, AS92, Ano79a, Ano79b, Ano80c, Ano82a, Ano83d, Ano83f, Ano83g, Ano84a, Ano86j, Ano87a, Ano87x, Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano90d, Ano91a, Ano92, Ano93b]
Ano93a, Ano93f, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano11a, Ano15, Ard87, AH+97, A+85, Aus07, BM91, BJS93, BBCS96, Bak83, Bak88, BG95, Bal97, Bar96a, BF85, Bar87a, Bar94, Bar97, Bar08, Bar14, BM86, Bas87, BMM96, BB95.

Ada
[Bau86, Bau91, BBJL92, BBB+92, Bei97, Bel97, Bel80, BBH80, BA98, BA09, Bie85b, BB98a, APB87, Bis90, Bis85, BO80, BST98, BLB96, BB98b, Bhu88, BHM+82, Boo83, Boo87, Bor95, Bra00, Bra84, Bre96, Bre80, Bri84, BTM89, Bro89a, Bro99d, Bro98b, Bro80, Bro92a, BEE92, Bro96a, Bro97, BW03a, BW03b, Bro84, Br096b, BFC00, Bru93, BDC90, Bum96, Bur95, BR86, BLW87, BW96, BW01, BW04, BW07, BK87, CC86, Car97, CS98, CC11, Cel96, CDF+83, CA14a, Cha85, CKK87, CT94a, CXYZ02, CXZY02, CU91, CU96, CK96, Chr91, CL90, CWW80, CS85, CMM85, Coh81, Col93, Con86, Con88, CB94, CDC97, Cor96, CH80, CVL84, CSM96, Cra00, CWG+06, CP96, Cul97, Cur91, CS91, CHR+02, DX99, DS92, DPC96, DR96, Daw88].

Ada [De 96, DAA96, DT91, DD87, DAG+88, DFS+80, DHGR92, Dill90b, DiI90a, DiI91, DiI93, DM87, DRF97, DFC95, DG80, DG82, DSd92, DBF92, DH80, ECM97, EOAm94, EOM95, EL87, ERB12, EW91, EST86, ELw75, Em95, EMM98, Er92, EMM91, EGC02, Ess14a, Ess14b, EP85, EMB+99, Fag00, FM96, FM89, FLP90, Fel90, FK93, FK96a, Fel97, FK99, FG84, Flo16, FKR86, FSO89, FM87, Fre96, FFT+03, FF03b, Fus90, GN93, GN97, Gal91, GM89, GKB86, GVIV12, GKPT96, Gar86, Gau93b, Gau93a, GBO87, GSX99, Geh82, Geh83, Geh84a, Geh84b, GC84, Geh87, GR88, Geh89, Ger84, GMB93, GTB91, Gl86, Gl96, GTG92, GBdHQCGB98, GGP97, GRGG98, Goo80, Gre86, GS10, Gro92, GMP90, GMAA97, GS85, HP83, HP98, HP15, HR16, HRGG98].


Ada [Lun91, Lun92, Lat98, Lyo87, LF90, Mac80, Mad96, Mag17, Mah81, MZGT85, Man92, MDPM08, MR91, MD92, May83, McC92, MCD+94, MS911, MA9, MGS82, MGHD02, MG91, MB96, MMHS87, MP90, MAAG96, MA+02, Mit83a, Mit83b, Mit83c, Mit83d, Mit87, MWR98, MoF81, Mol96, Moo77b, Moo77a, Moo95, Mor13, MH97, Mor81, Mos90, MSS89, Nai89, Nar91, NF96, NB84, Nic80, NS87c, NS88, NC90, NU89, OB80, OCM+84, Orn86, OC96, Owe87, Owe89, PV12, PCBE96, Per89, Pl892, PCH+82a, PCH+82b, Pri84, PW92, Py85, QPEUR+12, RZP+88, Rad90, RSC93, Rai92, REC96, Ree85, RF96, RAH+01, RH01, RH02, REMC81,
Ada [San89b, Sav81, Scar94, Sch82, SR85a, Sch85b, Sch86a, Sch86b, SH89, Sch04, SKL88, Sen92, SC88, Sha88, SMBT90, STMD96, SC94, SHLR08, Shu89a, Shu88, Sil82, Sil81, Sla88, Ska94a, Ska95, Ska97, Ska02, Ska94b, Ske82, SW83, Sma96, SMB83, Sme85, Smy97, SMD95, SG91, Spi03, SKW86, Sni84, S+85, SM91, Sve85, SBK04, Stexx, SFGT81, Ste80, Swa13, Taf82, TD95, Taf86a, Taf86b, TD97, T'00, TDB86, Taf87, TCO91, TDS90, Tem86, TN92, TD92, Tok01, TO98, Tom99, Toul98, Too91, Too92, Too95, Tou96, Tou94, Tou96, Uni83, UA83a, UA83c, Uni81, UA83b, U. 97, VK88, VM87, VM99, VT91, Wad94, WS80, Wal84b, WW84, Wal91, WCH96, WA02, War97, WWF87, Wea92, WFG97, Weg80, WHD96]. Ada [WMS89, Wei03, WB96, WB97, WGP98, WET81, WHE81, WHE84, WHE97, WHE98, WHE99, WIT90, WIT91, WK95, Yen97, You83, YTL95, Zal88, dVdV95, vvdV84, vdLN81, Ano83c, Ano84d, Ano93c, Mer84, Wal83, Ano82e, Ano82g, Ano87h, Ano87m, Ano87p, Ano87r, Ano87n, Ano87u, Ano97v, Ano88b, Ano90a, Ano98, Aug95, Bud88, Her85, Mea87, Nie86, Pyll88, Tug83, Tug84, Wal84a, Wic88, Wim83a, Wim83b, Ano83b, Lla93, Mee92, Ano82c, Ano82b, Ano86b, Ano87e, Ano87f, Ano87g, Bus96, Har78, Her87, Hy97, Mar79, Mar88, Par89, Ped88, Tee87].

Adventures [Sus11, Pad15]. advisability [Mer82]. aerosol [Fra01]. AFIPS [WSC+88]. after [Ano91f, HR03]. afterlife [Cla03]. afterwards [Byr38]. against [Bre80]. Age [Cur12, Ess04, WSC+88, Ess14a, Ess14b, HR16, SBK04, CW91, Hun96].
agency [Rei07], agenda [Ada82]. agents [Coo05]. aid [FW96]. AIDA [Ano87x, EOAm94, EOM95]. AIDA-87 [Ano87x]. Aided [CDC97, LC89].
Algebra [Bec80, LXC03, Alb05, Dub77, Gra94, LX04]. Algebraic [BEPP87, LM84, DR92a, DR92b, NZ06]. algébrique [DR92a]. Algol [LP86, Sch82, HP16]. Algorithm [Bar00, Hun85, Sus94]. Algorithmic [GG92b]. Algorithms [HL93, Ste80, Ano97a, Bel97].
Ano87x, Ano90c, Ano93g, Ano94, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b, Dod00, Gic09, IEE89, Ada82, Swa11. Annuities [Far64].

Anomalous [Fra01]. Anon. [Ano87r]. ANSI
[IEE99b, Ada83, Ame85a, Ame85a, Uni83, UA83a, UA83c].
ANSI/ISO/IEC [Ame95a]. ANSI/MIL [Ada83, Ame85a, Uni83, UA83a].

Anticipation [BHW90]. Antique [Ano91b, JCR90]. antiquity [Ali86].

Antonio [IEE86a]. APE [San89a]. apercus [Poi82]. API
[IEE92b, IEE99a, IEE99b, IEE92a, IEE96, ISO99a]. APL
[Fra84, Fra85, Bro86, Vam85, Wil86, Wor87]. Apparatus [Ric39]. apparent
[GV94]. appear [Ano81b]. Appelbe [Ano87m]. appendix
[BR89, Byr83, CK89q, CK89r]. appertain [Byr83]. Apple [CW91].

Application [Bab22b, Bab22c, Bab22a, Bab29d, BYY87, Bro96b, Ehr90, GGP97, GV94, IEE92a, IEE96, IEE99a, IEE99b, ISO99a, Lau96, RH02, Rom96, STMD96, VGdlIP01, BM85, Byr83, HI13, IEE92b, Zal88].

Application-Defined [RH02]. Application-Level [GGP97]. Applications
[ASM88, Ano88d, CW04, GTB91, GMAA97, HRGG98, IEE86b, KDO8, Kro89a, LM92, MSH11, MAAG96, NMH+02, PV02, RF96, RH01, Ros91, Ros96, VWC+01, ACM94a, ACM94b, Bar87b, BB95, Cat81, CMM85, DH80, JPMAB00, JpJ90, PEB00, Sch88, Wij89]. applied
[Ano87s, DG87]. appointed [Mer82, Sto55, Wro56]. appointment [Ric97].

appraisal [HMR7b]. Approach
[Bro84, CK96, DSM90, Cur91, CHR+02, Dil91, FMP12, GBdlHQCGB98, Li95, LMS0, Sca94, dVdV95, ACD+87, Ano97a, Be97, Bis85, Car96, CGQ+13, Cul91, Cul97, FK96b, Joh92, LAH94, Mur91, RUW00, SC97, Boo89, Ano84c].

Approaches [Bau91, Lam03, CP96]. approximation [Fra01]. AppSwitch [Bra01]. April
[Ano87q, Ano87i, Ano87f, IEE86b, NB84]. APSE
[Obe88, Bre80, Lvo87]. Arago [BH25, BH30]. arbitrary [BS90]. ArcAngelC

Architects [Cur12]. Architectural [Bis85]. architecture
[GS10, HSLG92, JCR98]. Architectures [Dia11, Mad96, HP16]. Archive
[WSC+88]. Archives [WSC+88, All91]. Archon [Mad86]. Arcturus [ST84].

Ardo [Ano87i]. area [Bur88, WY88]. Argenteuil [GW94]. ARINC [CH97]. aristocracy [Lew95]. Arithmet [BEE92, Fig00, Ano82b, Vrg93]. Arlette
[Mah78]. Arlington [ACM82]. Array [CPD93]. Art
[Bab32b, Bab32a, Bab33a, Bab35b, Bab56e, Bab60a, EMB+99, Sus11, CH02].

Artaza [Ano93c]. Arthur [Asp07, Mis07, WWCP92]. Article
[Ano82f, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano82e, Ano82g, Ano82b, Ano84c, Ano85b, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano871, Ano87j, Ano87o, Ano87c, Ano87q, Ano87i, Ano87h, Ano87m, Ano87p, Ano87r, Ano87d, Ano87f, Ano87k, Ano87g, Ano87n, Ano88a, Ano90a, Ano91b, Ano93c].

B [Ano86b, Ano87m, Ano88a, BRG +87, BHB +89, Mer82, ERB12, IEE86a]. B-5000 [BHB +89]. Babbage [All91, Ano26, Ano71a, Ano33, Ano80b, Ano90b, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano92, Ano17, Ash02, Asp82, ASB86, AFB +89, Asp07, Ben16, Ber92b, Bla91, Boo62, Bow15, BCKS +83, Bro86, BHW +90, Büll88, BH88, Cal68, CK92, CK01b, CK01c, Can66, Car69, CW91, Cro04a, Cro04b, Dot97, Fin52, Eur88, Ful91, For75, Fra63, Gre06, GG92a, Gul80, Gul81, Her31a, Her57, Hii85, Hor09, Hym87, Lee95, MN88, Mis07, O'B93, O'D85a, O'H82, O'N91, Ogb65, OS85, Pan63, Ric83, Schxx, Seg08, Sei95, Sib95, Smi83, SBET85, SHH81, Tro84, Twe89b, Twe91, Twe92, Twe93, Ugi96, Van85, W.62, W.86, Wil64, Wil00c, Wil86, WSC +88, Wor87, And99a, And99b, Ano32a, Ano32b, Ano71b, Ano71c,
10

Ano61, Ano74, Ano77, Ano81d, Ano82h, Ano82j, Ano91c]. Babbage
[Ano91f, Ano91e, Ano93e, Ano03a, Ano06a, Ano10a, Ash94, Ash96, Bab34b,
Bab35e, Bab39, Bab49, Bab56c, Bab56g, BdL80, Bab89b, Bab10, Bab82b,
Bab82c, BR89, BH89, BCKR89, Bab91b, Bab91a, Bab97, Bab10c, Bai89,
Bar00, Bar71, Bar72, Bec80, Ber92a, Ber92b, Bow93, Bra91, Bro82, Bro85,
Bro87, Bro91, Bro98, Bro00, Bro92b, BRG+ 87, BWV+ 88, BHB+ 89,
BHW+ 90, BDH90, BW00, Bul68, Bul71, Bul08, Byr38, CK88, CK89a,
CK89b, CK89e, CK89h, CK89i, CK89j, CK89k, CK89l, CK89m, CK89n,
CK89o, CK89p, CK89q, CK89r, CK89s, CK89t, CK89f, CK89g, CK94, CK00,
CK01a, CSW90, Cat81, Cha33, Cha01, Coh88, Col98, Col71, Col90, CM98,
Com31, Coo05, Cro85, Das14]. Babbage
[De 06, Dij86, Dod74, Dod00, Dol98, Don92, Dot96, Dot97, Dub77, Dub78,
DR92a, DR92b, Edi92, Fis14, Fra81, Fra84, Fra85, Fra86, Fra93, Fri92,
FZZ08, FF03a, Gar69, GP08, Goo02, GC10, GG79a, GG79b, GG92b, Gre01,
Gri06, Gri10, HP16, Hal70, Her89, HR03, HH80, HG79, Hym82a, Hym82b,
Hym83, Hym87, Hym88, Hym92, Hym02, Jar03, JC90, Jon91, Kan94, Kem79,
KT99, Kirxx, Lar34, Lar89, Lew03, Lew07, Lin87, Lin90, Los72, Lov43b,
Lyo41, Mac07, MÈ78, Men43, Mer82, MM52, MM61a, MM61b, Mos83,
Mos64a, Mos64b, Mos65, Mul48, Nag80a, Nag80b, Nic43a, Nic43b, Nim08,
Nor01, Nud69, O’D85b, OLCJ91, Ort07a, Ort07b, Ozg10, Pad15, Pad17,
Par96, PP79, Poi82, Por07, Pur93, Ran91, Rat52, Rei68, Rei07]. Babbage
[Ric39, Ric02, Rit16, Rob87, Rob93, Roe09, Ros88, Ros94a, Ros90, Schxx,
Sch02, Sco05, Sen71, She54, She60, She06, SU96, Ste92, Sti91, Sus94, Sus11,
Swa91b, Swa91c, Swa91d, Swa93, Swa96, Swa00a, Swa00b, Swa01a, Swa01b,
Swa02, SB02, Swa05, Swa10, Swa13, Swa17, Tay92, Tee82, Tee83a, Tee84,
Tee86, Tee94, Tee95, Tom02, THWV88, Tri72, TW87, Tur91, Twe89a, Van80,
Van83, VBCC83, VW91, Wil64, Wil75, Wil77, Wil81a, Wil90, Wil91a,
Wil91b, Wil91c, Wil92a, Wil95, Wil00a, Wil00b, Wil02, Wil80, Wil81b,
Wil87b, Wil88, Wil98, WB76, Ynt77, Bar96b, Bey79a, Bey79b, Enr78, Enr80,
Hil79, Opp71, Rob79, Ros90, Twe89a, For75, GG79b, Gri78, Swa91a].
Babbage/Faraday [GG92a]. Babbages [Dot96]. Babel [Bro81, Fri92].
Bache [Bab69]. Back [Bra91, CW91]. Background [Sei89]. Backus
Banks [Bab27a, Ano91e]. Bantam [Dis91]. Baptiste [O’B93]. Barbiche
Barometrical [HB22]. Barringer [Ano82d]. Barry [CW91]. Bart [Bab22b].
Based [Bro96b, Bun96, DS92, JSV97, LXC03, MDPM08, MGDH02, PV12,
RCM12, Ton98, Yeu97, BK95, Bor95, Car96, Che97, CQG+ 13, CC94, CL90,
CB96, DX99, Dil91, DBF92, Fag00, HSLG92, KB91, MO94, Mos86, Owe89,
PM07, RSC93, Rey87, RRS+ 97, SMBT90, Taf82, WCW96, Wot00, YLT93,
Basic [Hun96, BEPP87, ISO98b, Woo89, Rel89b, Rel89a]. Basics
[CW91, Ano86b]. Bastard [RAH+ 01]. Bath [Wal84b]. Battery
[Bab55b, Bab55c]. Baum [Mad86, VBCC83, Mar88, Ste89a, Ste88]. Be


[Bar00, CWG+06, Bab32b, Bab35b, Bab38c, Bab56e, Hal83, Rad90]. Beach
[IEE86b]. **Beaufort** [Fra93]. **Beaune** [Mah78]. **Bebidzh** [AM`E81]. became
[Alb05]. been
[Byr38]. **Before** [L.90, ABCK+90, Bab27a]. began
[Bow15, Das14]. **beginning** [Bar71, Ska88, Ska94a, Ska97, Skao2, SBEK04].
**beginnings** [Lew03]. **Behavior** [OCM+84, Rat52, SC88]. **Beidler** [Ano97a].
**beim** [QPEUR+12]. **Being** [Bab10c, Bab89b]. **Beispiel** [QPEUR+12].
**Belgium** [CS01]. **Bell** [Bab26f]. **Benchmarking** [Cur91, FSO89].
**benefits** [Ano82b]. **Benjamin** [Wal84a, Ano92]. **Benjamin/Cummings** [Wal84a].
**Bentham** [O`B93, Sco05]. **Berlin** [Bab29a, Mea88]. Bernard
[Mah78]. **Bernstein** [Pay66]. **berufliche** [QPEUR+12]. besides [Jon91]. best
[Ano11c]. **BETA** [OK99]. Better [ON91]. Betty [Lha93]. between
[Ano06a, Bab17c, Bab30c, Bha02, Gre06, Kan94, KT99]. **Beyond**
[OC96, Fri92, Mo851, U. 97, WSC+88]. **Bias** [GC84]. **Bibliographic** [Yos02].
**Bibliography** [Arc47, Bee94, Bee97, Rog84]. **Bicentenary** [Flo16, GG92a].
**Bicentennial** [Ano90b]. Big [Wie84c]. **Binding** [ECM97, EMN98, EGC02,
IEE92a, IEE92b, IEE96, IEE99a, IEE99b, Kro98b, ISO98a, ISO99a, ISO93].
**bindings** [ISO88, ISO90, ISO94c]. binomial [And99a, And99b].
**Biographical** [BCKS+83]. **Biographies** [Cor87, Gri06, Wei88, WWCP92, Wil92b, BHW+90].
**Biography** [Arc47, Pad17]. birds [CWW80]. **Birkbeck** [Por07].
**Birkerod** [Wor87]. **Birkh¨auser** [Gra94]. **Birth** [Ess04, Fah91, Ano90b, Jol91].
**Birthday** [VW91]. **Births** [Bab29a]. Bit [ZT86, Bar00, ZT86]. Bits
[CK01b, BCKS+83]. black [Ros94b, Kro98b]. **Blackwell** [Ano88b, Wie88].
**Blanchard** [GW94]. Blaug [O`B93, O`B93]. Block [Coc02]. **Blocking**
[Ger84, RRS+97]. **Bloomington** [Ano01]. **BNF** [BHW+90]. Bo [Aug95].
**board** [BM96, Mat90, She54, She60]. **Boasson** [All84, Mer84, Wim83b].
**bodily** [Win98]. **Body** [EMB+99, Bab91b, Mus06]. **Bones** [Bab60a]. **Booch**
[Ano82f, Wal84a, Lam03]. **Book**
[Alb85, All84, Ano81c, Ano83b, Ano83c, Ano84d, Ano85c, Ano86b, Ano87s, Ano87n, Ano87t, Ano87v, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano97a, Ano98, Ash02, Asp82, Aug95, Bar96b, Bey79a, Boo89, Boos0, Bow15, Bro86, Bud88, B¨oh88, Bus96, Cal68, CK89a, CK01b, Can66, Car69, Cro04a, Cro04b, Dis91, Enr78, Enr80, Enr88, For75, Fra63, GW94, GG79b, Gra94, Gri78, Har78, Her85, Her87, Hill99, Hoc92, Hun96, Hym78, Kem79, Kno88, L.90, LY97, Lee92, Lha93, Mad86, Mah78, Mar79, Mar88, Mei87, Mei88, Mei92, Mer84, Mos86, Nie56, O`B93, O`D85a, O`H82, Og60, Og65, Opp71, OS65, Pan63, Par89, Pay66, Pay93, Ped88, Por01, Py88, Ric83, Rob79, Ros90, Sec88, Seg08, Sib95, Smi83, Spi03, Ste89a, Ste88, Sus00a, Sus00b, Sus11]. **Book**
[Swa91a, Tee87, Tro84, Tug83, Tug84, Tug89, Tve89a, Tve89b, Tve91, Tve92,
Twe93, Van85, W.62, W.6, Wal83, Wal84a, Wie84a, Wie84b, Wie88, Wil64,
Win95, Wil00a, Wil86, Wim83a, Wim83b, Wol80, Wor87, Yon75, You82a,
You82b, vld84, Ano93e, MCD+94, OLC91, She54, She60, Sm99, AAG+00].
**Books** [Ano84d, Dis91, FSJ00, Hun96, Lut98, Mad86, Ano11c, Por01].
**Books/The** [Mad86]. **Boole** [Coo05, GG05]. **Boracic** [Bab43b]. böran
California [Ano03b, Lla93, BU84]. Callett [Byr38]. calumnies [She54, She60]. Cambridge [Ano91d, Ano98, CK89a, Enr80, GG92a, Hoo92, Lee92, Mea87, Par89, Por01, Sec88, Tew91, Tew92, Tew93, Wic84a, Wol08, Yon75, BBKC32, Coo05, HM02, Wil90]. came [Wil75]. Cameras [ZGMMK07]. Campbell [Hun96, Tew89a, Tew89b, Sib95]. Campbell-Kelly [Hun96, Tew89a, Tew89b, Sib95]. Can [EMN98, Mor81, Rad90, Ano11a]. Canada [ACM84]. Capabilities [JSV97, Ano82f]. Capability [BEE92, Goo80]. Capsule [BCKS+83, SBET85, VBCC83, ZT86]. Card [CW91, Eck40, Eck84]. carry [Mar25, Mar86]. cartoonist [Pad17]. Case [AB88, Boo89, PW92, RCM12, VGDIP00, Ano86c, Bhu88, Bre80, SW94, VKT91, Kro98a, SLM91]. Cass [Car69]. casting [Bar71]. casts [Mos86]. Catalogue [Ano90]. catcher [Jon91]. Cauchy [GW94]. caught [BW00, Wil00b]. Causes [Bab30i, Bab34a, Bab34c, Bab47a, BM70, BR89, CK89q, CK89r, Cayley [Mer82]. CBI [Gul81]. CBQ [Gri06]. CCM [MDPM08]. CCS [HL83]. CE [Kro98b]. Celebrate [Ano82j]. Celebrating [Ano15]. Celebration [Flo16, Hor82, OLCJ91]. census [Sco05]. Center [ACM90, Ano88d, IEE86a, Kro98a, Lau96, WSC+88, OLCJ91]. centred [CT94b]. Centuries [Car69]. Century [Ano00, AFB+89, CW91, MN88, Yon75, Ali86, Cla03, Fre03, Gre96, Gra94, Gre01, GST01, Her88, Lew95, Mac19, Hun96]. Certain [Bab34a, Bab34c, Bab47a, Ben16, Rit16]. CGI [ISO94c]. Ch [Bab35e]. Ch. BdL80]. Chadwick [O'B93]. chaining [FK96b]. chair [Ric97]. Challenge [TN92]. Chance [Bab21, Bab53]. Chancrin [Mah78]. Chandrasekar [Ano91b]. chang [Yon75]. Change [De 06, Ano90a, Rus87]. changed [Cha12, Sny11]. Changes [RAH+01, Ano93f, Bar96b]. channels [Re90, Schxx]. Chapman [Mee92]. chapter [Bab64a, Wel89]. character [Wil91c]. characterisations [FW91]. Characters [Bab30j]. Charles [Ano82j, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano00, Ano17, AB86, Bey79a, Bey79b, Bla91, Boo62, BH90+90, Bii88, Cal69, CK89a, CK92, CK01b, Can66, Car69, CSW90, CW91, Cro04a, Cro04b, Enr78, Enr80, Enr88, Fat91, Fra63, GG79b, Gri78, Gul81, Hil79, Hor90, HG79, Kem79, Kirxx, MN88, Men43, O'B93, O'H82, Ogb65, Opp71, OS65, Rob79, Ros90, Swa91a, Tew89a, Tew89b, Tew91, Tew92, Tew93, VBCC83, All91, Ano71a, Ano71b, Ano71c, Ano33, Ano74, Ano80b, Ano82b, Ano90b, Ano91f, Ano91e, Ash96, Ash02, Asp07, BBKC32, Bab56c, Bab89b, BR89, BH89, BCKR89, Bab91b, Bab91a, Bab97, Bab10c, Bar71, Bar72, Bow93, Bro82, Bro85, Bro98, Bro92b, Bul68, Bul71, Bul80, BH88, CK88, CK89b, CK89e, CK89h, CK89i]. Charles [CK89j, CK89k, CK89l, CK89m, CK89n, CK89o, CK89p, CK89q, CK89r, CK89s, CK89t, CK89u, CK89v, CK94, CK00, CK01a, CK01c, Cha01, Cla03, Col71, Col90, CM98, De 06, Diij86, Dod74, Dod00, Doli86, Don92, Dub78, DR92a, DR92b, EEM+05, Ed192, Fin52, Gar69, GP08, Goo02, GG92b, Gre01, Gri06, Gri10, Gul80, Hal70, HH80, Hym82a, Hym82b, Hym83, Hym87, Hym88, Hym02, JC90, Jon91, KT99, Lew07, Lin87, Lin90, Los72, Lyo41.
Charles [Swa91d, Swa93, Swa96, Swa00a, Swa00b, Swa01a, Swa01b, Swa02, SB02, Swa05, Swa10, Swa13, Tay92, Tee82, Tee83a, Tee84, Tee86, Tee94, Tom02, Tri72, Tur91, Van80, Wil92a, Wil92a, Wil02, Wil80, Wil81b, WSC, Wil98, WB76, Ynt77, Asp82, Boo62, Fra63, Hill85, O'D85a, Pan63, Sib95, Smi83, Tro84, W.62, W.86, Wil64].

Charles [AM`E81].

Charrette [RLHS80].

Chas. [Bab69].

Chatto [Twe89b].

Checking [FMP12, Th´e90].
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Chicago [Alb05].

Chichester [Ano83b, Nie86, Wal83].

CHILL [All84, Mer84, Wim83b, SMB83, Sme85].
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Chinese [LY79, Yon75].
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Chiu-Shao [Yon75].
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Choosing [MT82].
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Chuck [Col98].
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Classic [Ano30].

Classification [Kem96].
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Clearing [Bab56a].
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client-side [TC04].

Cliffe [O'B93].

Clifford [Mer82].

Cliffs [All84, Ano81c, Aug95, Ped88].

clippings [Bab51d].
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CLOG [NB84].
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club [Sny11, WMS+89].
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co [Ano91d].
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COBOL [Rel89b, Rel89a].

COCOMO [Fai07].
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Codebreaker [Pin06].

Codes [BM91, SFET85, Pin06].
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Cognitive [Sca94, Gre01].
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Collier [Ash2].

Collingbourne [Bus96].

Collins [Ano83b].

Colorado [USE86b].
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COLOSSUS [Ram76, BWV+88].

Coloured [Bab31c].

Column [Sei95].

COMAL [Ath82].

Combustion [ZGMK07].

Comes [Mar08, HP16].

coming [Jen85].

command [Bre80].

commemorate [Ano90b].

Comment [Ber92b, Jan00].

commentary [Joh95].

Comments [Ano01d, Ber92a, BRG+87, BEG+87, BWV+88, BHB+89, BHW+90, BDH90, Gre86, Hym92, Kar90, MO90, Rob87, Rob93, TG80, WMS+89, Whi81a, Wil00b, Xu98, YLT93, vdB80, Mah81, Nic80].

commercial [Ano83d, Ano84b].

commissioners [Ano06a, Gre06].

Committee
[Mer82, Wro56, Ano81a, Her89, Bab27a, Her57, Sto55, WSC+88]. Common
[Bab27b, ECM97, ISO98a, RAH+01, Fis78, Obe88]. Commons
[Gre06, Bab27a]. communicating [Ram99]. Communication
[GBdiHQCGB98, FHT86, KP90, Lun90, NC90, vdB80]. communications
[Bus96, HW89, Kar90, Ref90]. community [Ano87g]. Companion
[Lec92, Lev89, Wic84a, Mea87, Rel89b, Rel89a]. Company [Cro04b, Bab24b].
Comparative [Bab26a, BAB67b, Bau91, Bab89b, CK89o, CK89p, Vaj86].
compared [Byr38, Sch82]. Comparing [Col84, FG84, Alb85]. Comparison
[Bro97, BW03a, BW03b, Bro05, Coo96, MG91, San81, Whi89]. Compass
[Ano87u, IEE89]. compatible [CDF+83]. competence [Schxx]. Competitiveness
[ACM91b, OLCJ91]. Compilation
[Cur91, EST86, Hoo92, TN92]. compile [LZLX04]. compile-time [LZLX04].
Compiler [ACM84, Bun96, GM89, Ton98, Ano83d, Ano86b, Bro80, CGS94,
Con88, CVL84, Goo80, vJK87, RMP90, RLIHS80, San89b, Sny97, Ano87i].
compiler-generator [CVL84]. Compilers
[WW84, Ano84e, Ano85a, Ano89c, Rog84]. Compiling [WA02]. Complete
[Bar00]. complex [Fra01, HNVW91, ISO98b, ISO98c, Ros88]. Complexities
[CL05]. Complexity [DS92, Blu88, CM11, GR80, Sha88, WCV96].
compliance [Sen92]. Component
[Kro98b, MDP08, PV12, SKW+86, SLM91]. Component-Based
[MDP08, PV12]. Components
[LM84, MGDH02, NF96, Boo87, Eva97, Sri07, Taf87]. Compositional
[GSX99, KSdR+88]. Comput
[Ano82a, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano82e, Ano82g, Ano82b]. Comput.
[Ber92b, Ano84c, Ano86b, Ano87q, Ano87g]. computable [Zen13].
Computadoras [Sol94]. Computation
[Bab22d, Swa10, Eck40, Eck84, GV94, MM11, Mor81, Rat52, Vig93, Zen13].
Computational [Swa10]. Computations [CH80, Blu88]. Computer
[AFI72, Ald91, Ano87s, Ano96a, Ano00, Ard87, AFB+89, Atk00, Bro81,
BCKS+83, BRG+87, BEG+87, CW91, CDC97, Cro04b, Fah91, Fra81, Gig01,
Gol72, Gol93, Gri06, Hym87, IEE86b, IEE89, ISO88, ISO90, ISO94c, KT99,
LR67, LC89, Mar08, Mat91, Mea88, RR93, Ran82a, Smi71, Ste95, Swa93,
WWCP92, Wic84b, Wil91a, WSC+88, Aga01, Ano74, Ano93e, Ano15, BV07,
Bow15, Bus96, Cer83, Das14, DH90, DH94, DH98, DH04, Ess14b, Fag90,
FLP90, Hal70, Hun96, Hym82a, Hym82b, LK01, OLCJ91, Par96, Pat60,
SGM07, She06, Sta11, Swa00a, Swa00b, Swa01a, Swa01b, Swa02, SB02, TE87,
Tay92, Too92, Wad94, Wil77, Wil00a, Wil92b, Ano87e, BWV+88, CW91,
O'D85b, Seg08, Cro04a, Hii85, O'H85, O'H86, Rie83, Smi83, Tro84, W.86,
CK01b, Hun96]. Computer-aided [LC99]. Computerpionier
[Hym87]. Computers
[Ano91d, ASS87, BRG+87, DB05, Dis91, Lut98, Plo12, Pur93,
Ran82b, WMS+89, ABCK+90, Ber64, Ber81, Fri05, OLCJ91, Sol94,
BWV+88, WCK85, L.90]. Computing [Ano91d, ABCK+90, Asp07,
BEG+87, BHH+89, CK01c, CWG+06, Mat91, MW80, Mis07, Par89, Sev13,
Swa13, Tae92, Tae93, Wat12, Wil92a, WSC+88, Yos02, Ano83e, Ano10a,
Bow53, CK92, CA14a, Gür02, HP15, HR16, Jon91, KSdR+88, MW72, O’R12, Wil85, Ano90b, Ano91d, CW91, Dia11, GT80, MN88, WSC+88, L.90. con [May83]. concept [Air85, Cer83, CW91]. conception [Lig90]. concepts [Fre82, IEE86a, Sch86c]. Concise [Cle09]. concrete [GR80]. Concurrency [BW95, BW98, BK87, CS98, Geh82, Ghe85, Lut98, MG91, Shu88, YTL+95, Ano98]. Concurrent [Bur85, BW96, BW07, CXYZ02, CXZY02, GC84, GD84, Jin92, SH89, Vaj86, FM89, FLP90, Geh84b, OZC11, Rom97, SM91, SBM94, TCO91, WCW96, BAP87, BST98, BASS96, BK87, GR88, Wol08, Meca87]. concurrente [Sch86b]. Condensed [Ano84d]. Conditionals [BCKS+83, Fra81]. conditions [HB13, Mus06]. Conference [ACM82, ACM93a, ACM93b, ACM97, AFI72, AK07, Alv89, Ano87x, Ano88d, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b, Asp98, BF85, BS02, BP12, BU84, Chr91, CS01, Gau93b, Gcl90, GD84, HH97, Hei88, IEE86a, IEE86b, IEE89, KCGO86, vK92, KV08, KK90, LS04, PH06, PK00, RV10, RV11, RS03, Str96, Taf87, Tel84, Ass83, USE89b, USE85a, USE86b, USE87, VW05, ACM87, OLCJ91, Swa11, USE86a, Whi81a, Ano93h]. Conferences [BEG+87]. configuration [BIM93]. Conformance [Mad96]. Conformity [ISO99c, Weg90]. confronting [BHM+82]. Congress [Bab29a, OLCJ91]. Congresses [Bab60b]. congruence [FZZ08]. congruences [And99a, And99b]. conjecture [Cat81]. Connected [Bab21, Bab53]. Connection [Wil87b, Wil88]. connections [Tee84, Tee86]. Consciousness [Wat12]. consensus [Plö92]. Consequences [OC96]. Conservatoire [All91]. consider [Mer82]. Considerations [Sil92a]. consisting [Mer82]. Consolidated [T+00, TDBP01]. Constable [Wil64]. Constants [Bab32b, Bab33a, Bab35b, Bab56e]. constrained [DO02]. constraint [Car96]. constraint-based [Car96]. constraints [Win98]. Constructing [CHLY12, Mer82]. Construction [ACM84, Bab10c, CVL84, Fel97, Nic43a, Aug95, San94, Swa91d, Swa05]. constructive [SC97]. Contact [Tom02, Cat81]. containing [Bry83]. contemporary [Jen85]. Contents [Joh95]. contest [Bel84]. Context [Ste84, Ste89b, Tom89, Air85]. Continued [Bab13]. contrôle [Car97]. Contract [Lam02]. contraction [CKS83]. Contributions [Ran82a]. Control [BWM03a, BW03b, Cel96, CW90, Kro98b, Lau96, LRT91, NMH+02, OMÁ+02, SOK92, Sch86a, Wil81a, ZGMK07, Ano82f, Ano93c, BG95, BM87, Bor95, CC01, CC94, CKZ83, GS10, HP16, LDD+94, PEGR80, Ref90, RT00, San95, Sav80, SC94, TM98]. Controlled [Com47, OLCJ91]. Controller [PM07, Ram87]. Controls [Kro98b]. Controversial [De 96]. Convention [ACM90, IEE86a]. conventional [Rom00]. conversation [Rom96]. Conversion [GBO87, SW83, Ano83b, SC82]. Converting [Ano97b, GLi96, Mol96, Sca94]. Converts [Int96]. coordinated [RKS+97]. Copenhagen [Tou94]. Copies [Gre06, Ano06a]. Coprocessor [BMM96, Lun91]. Copy [Kro98a]. Cor [ISO01]. CORAL [San81]. CORBA [Kro98b, NMH+02]. core [Schxx]. Corner [ACM94b]. corporation
Days [Hun96]. DBMS [SG91, SKW+86]. DC [WSC+88]. dead [CXYZ02].
Deadlock [Ger84, LXC03, MR91, DLP89, KB91, STMD96, YLT93].
declarations [ISO98b, SC94]. Decline [Bab30i, Bab98, Bab06, BM70, BR89, Bre75, CK89q, CK89r, Her31b].
deceivably [Rei07]. decomposing [HL93]. decoupled [JT98].
decoupling [CQG+13]. Decyphered [Bab35a]. Defects [CW90, Eme95, AE92, Eva97]. defence [Ano85d, Kem87]. defense [Ano87g, Ano80c].
define [BG84]. Defined [RH02]. definition [BBH80, Nic80]. Definitions [BB98a, BB98b, Tok01]. del [BV07, Seg08].
Delays [ZRdlP01]. Delivery [ACM94b, Ano93d]. dell'inventore [BV07, Seg08].
Demonstrating [Sen92, FHK88]. Demonstration [Bab19a, FM89, Win99]. Demonstrations [Bab16b].
Demonstrations [Bab16b]. Denmark [Bro86, Tou94, Wor87]. Density [Wit90]. Denver [USE86b].
Department [Ano80c, Ano87s, U. 97]. Dependable [DPCC96]. Dependence [Jin92].
Dependency [CXZY02, Mos90]. Deployment [Sma96]. Derivatives [Hus90].
Des. [Ano86b, Ano87g]. described [KT99, O'N91]. Describes [Edi92]. describing [Rat52].
Description [Bab38c, Bab43b, Hor09, ISO95a, ISO95b, Ric39, Swa96, BO80, OB80, Sav80, Too92].
descriptions [BYY87].
descriptive [WB76]. Design [ASM88, Ano79b, Ano93a, Ano95c, Ath80, DT91, EMB+99, GMB93, Gor83,
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Sch82, SKL88, TG60, WCK85, YTL+95, ZLZ+96]. Design_concepts [Tex82]. designed [Ano91f].
Designer [Wie84c]. Designing [NS87a, NS87b, NS87c, NS88, San95]. Designs [DAA96, AE92, Wot00].
derperation [Ric97]. Despite [Mad86]. Detecting [LXC03].
Detection [CU96, LM92, MR91, MSS89, CXYZ02, DLP89, San89b].
determinantal [Cat81]. Determination [Bab26e, HB13]. deterministic [TC91].

DEUGSSM [Kno88]. Deutsches [OLCJ91, WSC+88]. d'Évaluation [Le 82].
Developer [RAH+01]. Developing [Bre96, CKK87, DPCC96, GTB91, Jac85, JSSV97, MO94, TN92, BB91].

Development [ACM94b, AS92, Ano96b, CDC97, Erd02, Jac85, Kro98a, Kro98b, KT96, MKW92, OMÀ+02, PV12, Rim09, RCM12, Sma96, Tew93,
Ano87b, Ano87o, Ano87v, Ano93a, Bor95, Bud88, BR86, CC94, CJ92, Cuj91,

}
[Ben16, Cha33, Jar03, Mac07, NZ06, Rit16, Sch99]. equations
[BK11, BHK12, HB13, Lip74, Mac07, Ort07a]. Equipment [All91].
equipped [BMM96]. Ernst [Twe93]. Erratum [DR92b]. Error
[SBET85, Wit90, RRS+97]. Error-Correcting [SBET85]. Errors
[Bab27h, BDH90, MW80, MW72]. Erwin [OLCJ91]. ESL [San81]. Esq
[Bab69, BH88, Enr88]. Esq. [Bab35a, Fin52]. Esqre [BBKC32]. Essay
[Bab15, Bab16a, Bab30a, Gri06, Joh95]. essays [Bra89]. essentials [Cra00].
Estelle [MGK91]. estimate [Mer82]. Etas [For75]. etc [Bab89b]. Euclid
[BK87]. Euler [Bab17a]. eulogy [CK00, Dod74, Dod00]. Eurocat
[DNM+10]. Evan [USE87]. evaluate [Sil91]. Evaluating [Le 84, Le 85, Her85]. Evaluation
[BMM96, CH80, Min90]. REMC81, TDB92, Le 82]. Event
[ERB12, Ano90b, BB91, Bru84, GS10]. Event-B [ERB12], ever [Ano11c].
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[Bro87, Mc97, Min91, Bre85, Jen00, Sin99]. evolutionary [HR03].
Evolving [Mac80]. Examination [Bab21, Bab53, LY79]. Examine
[Sto55, Wro56]. example [FK88, QPEUR+12]. Examples [BHP20, Weg80, Aug95, Cra00, Jon89, PHB20, Sa94, SH89, S*85, Weg79, Ano81c].
Excellence [BCKS+83]. exception [Rom97, Rom00]. Exceptions
[Bab48, PM07, Fin52, Ano87]. excerpts [Pat52]. Exclusion [Bro05].
executable [BIM93, Hem90]. Execution [Dil90b, Dil91, HGG98, HGG98, Shu89a, VM87, Ano87q, CP93, Dil93, GS10, TCO91, VMBK89].
Execution-based [Dil91]. Executive [RF96]. Executives [ZAdIP97, BB95].
examples [Sch86b]. exhibited [Ano26]. Exhibition
[BRC+87, Fah91, OLCJ91]. Expectations [TW87, Wil91b]. expense
[Mer82]. Exper. [Ano87, Ano87]. Experience
[Ad87, GTB91, ZP+88, Ton98, Sei89, YTL+95, Ano87]. experienced
[HP83, vdL84]. Experiences [Bis90, BB8+84, Bre96, MGK91, SL88].
Experiment [OCM+84, LL86, MGK91]. Experimental [Lun89].
Experiments [BH25, BH30, Dl98, Ano26]. Expert
[War86, CHLY12, Chu96, Ptl95]. experts [vdL84]. Explaining [Atk00].
Exploring [Ros94b, Zen13]. Exposing [Bab55b, Bab55c]. Exposition
[She51, She60, Bab51a, CK99, CK91]. Expressing [Bab26b, Bab30d].
expressions [Ano26]. Extended [CU91, DM87, Dij86]. Extending
[Hol96, Rom00]. Extension [Bab65, IE96, MAAG96]. Extensions
[FZ08, ISO96, ISO99a, IE99b]. Extent [Bab34c, Bab47a, Bab34a].
Extinct [Bab60a]. Extract [Bab69]. Extraordinary [Sus11]. eye [Ash94].
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